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Abstract: In historical paintings, the detection of low amounts of pigments and dyes by Raman
spectroscopy can sometimes be challenging, in particular for fluorescent dyes. This issue can be
overcome by using SERS (surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy) which takes advantage of the
properties of nanostructured metal surfaces to quench fluorescence and enhance Raman signals.
In this work, silver nanostars (AgNSs) are applied for the first time to real art samples, in particular to
painting cross-sections, exploiting their effective SERS properties for pigment identification. The case
study is the Madonna della Misericordia of the National Gallery of Parma (Italy). Cross-sections were
analyzed at first by optical microscopy, SEM-EDS, and micro-Raman spectroscopy. Unfortunately,
in some cross-sections, the application of conventional Raman spectroscopy was hindered by an
intense background fluorescence. Therefore, AgNSs were deposited and used as SERS-active
agent. The experimentation was successful, allowing us to identify a modern dye, namely copper
phthalocyanine. This result, together with the detection of other modern pigments (titanium white)
and expert visual examination, allowed to reconstruct the painting history, postdating its realization
from the 15th century (according to the Gallery inventory) to 19th century with a heavy role of recent
(middle 20th century) restoration interventions.

Keywords: silver nanostars; surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy; cross-sections;
copper phthalocyanine; blue pigment; analytical diagnostics; National Gallery of Parma;
Madonna della Misericordia

1. Introduction

Nowadays the scientific approach plays a key role in the conservation-restoration of cultural
heritage, which is necessary not only to sort out conservation issues but also to answer diagnostic
inquiries. The analysis of the composition of a work of art follows a precise analytical protocol
which starts from the visual analysis (optical microscopy in visible and UV light, IR reflectography),
then it involves the use of elemental and molecular non-destructive techniques (X-rays fluorescence
spectroscopy), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform
infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, up to eventually resorting to micro-destructive
ones (gas chromatography and mass spectrometry, high performance liquid chromatography). Indeed,
since they are composite materials, works of art must be studied in their three-dimensionality in order to
take into account all the layers underneath the superficial one. For this reason, transversal micro-sample,
the so-called cross-section, once embedded in resins or salts, represent the ideal condition for an
exhaustive analysis. Cross-sections should contain all the layers of which the work of art is composed:
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support, ground layer, priming, paint layer, varnish, and glaze. The complexity of the layering and
the variety of material employed (binders, pigments, dyes, varnishes) depend on several factors:
the period and place of execution, the artist, the restoration interventions, etc. Cross-sections can tell
us the story of a work of art: by performing analyses directly on each layer, we can map the materials
employed and organize the layers in a reliable sequence [1,2].

Chemical information on the composition of the layers of a cross-section can be obtained by
analytical techniques characterized by spatial resolution capabilities. Typically, localized elemental
information is obtained by SEM combined with electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) while molecular
data are obtained by using vibrational spectroscopies combined with optical microscopy, such as
micro-FTIR or micro-Raman spectroscopy.

In particular, Raman spectroscopy represents one of the most employed techniques in diagnostics
thanks to the following advantages: non-destructiveness, efficient in situ performance, high spatial
resolution (up to 1 µm), presence of Raman bands in the “fingerprint” region of the spectra, capability of
discriminating between different crystalline structures, and to resolve weak Raman signals of the analyte
from water and glass [3,4]. On the other hand, Raman spectroscopy presents some disadvantages
which can hamper its widespread use. Raman scattering is weak (spectroscopic cross-section of
10−28 cm2/mol), as a result, it can be obscured by the much more intense fluorescence (spectroscopic
cross-section of 10−16 cm2/mol) emitted by organic molecules with conjugated electronic structures,
such as the colorants. The low sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy and the presence of fluorescence can
hinder the detection of dyes, in particular, when present at low concentration levels.

Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), observed for the first time by Fleischmann, Hendra,
and McQuillan in 1973 [5], helps to overcome these shortcomings. This technique takes advantage
of the optical properties of nanostructured metal surfaces, in particular silver, which locally enhance
the electromagnetic field, at the same time quenching the fluorescence. As a consequence, a dramatic
enhancement of the Raman signal is detected for molecules in close contact with the nanomaterial so
facilitating their detection [6].

The SERS technique has been employed in the field of cultural heritage (see ref. [2] for a
recent review), in particular, for the analysis of colorants directly on fibers, micro-fragments,
and cross-sections [7–9]. Typically, the materials chosen for this purpose are spherical silver
nanoparticles, prepared as colloidal dispersion by using the Lee–Meisel method [10,11]. Recently,
other nanomaterials have shown higher effectiveness in producing significant SERS effects,
including anisotropic nanostructures such as silver nanostars (AgNSs) [12–15]. Due to their stellate
shape composed of a central core and many pods, these particular nanoparticles are expected to
absorb photons in different spectral regions, namely around 370–380 nm and in the near infrared
region and, when excited with red-light laser beams, AgNSs show Raman enhancement factors in
excess to 106 [16–18]. Gold and silver nanostars (Au/AgNSs) can be obtained employing different
reagents and reduction methodologies. Among the different synthetic methods proposed for the
preparation of AgNSs [13,16–25], the one-pot method recently proposed by A. García-Leis et al. [14,15],
looks particularly attractive for its feasibility and reproducibility. It involves the reduction of the
metallic precursor (AgNO3) by a reducing agent (hydroxylamine) in the presence of a capping agent
(trisodium citrate) and additive (NaOH). Here, we propose for the first time, as far as we know, the use
of AgNSs prepared with the above method, to detect dyes in painting cross-sections. The efficiency of
AgNSs as SERS substrates has been tested in our lab on other kinds of samples such as thiols adsorbed
on metals, including metal nanofibers [15], and lake pigments, indicating the superiority of AgNSs
over spherical silver nanoparticles [26].

As a case example, the methodology was applied to cross-sections from the Madonna della
Misericordia, an altarpiece kept by the National Gallery of Parma, Italy. The study took advantage of
recent restoration intervention on the paint, with the goal to obtain information on the history of this
work of art, in particular, to identify original pictorial layers and the role of previous restoration or
even repainting interventions. In this study, Raman spectroscopy was applied together with other
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diagnostic tools, demonstrating that SERS with the help of AgNSs is effective in detecting organic and
metalorganic dyes at trace levels, which are not detectable by means of “regular” Raman spectroscopy.

A case study is exposed in this paper, illustrating how AgNSs can be applied to a cross section of
a real painting for diagnostics purposes, confirming that this kind of SERS substrate can be effective for
the sensitive detection of organics and metallorganics employed in the field of cultural heritage.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The painting “Madonna della Misericordia” from the National Gallery of Parma

The Madonna della Misericordia (Inv. 450) at the National Gallery of Parma is an oil on panel
painting, 192 × 82 cm, which represents Virgin Mary housing under her mantle the clients, two ladies
and two gentlemen, kneeling at her left and right, respectively. It is completed by a painted frame
characterized by two lateral paraste, a central rose and a predella decorated by three saints (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Pictures showing the Madonna della Misericordia (a) at the entrance of Parmigianino and
Correggio’s display rooms in the 19th century and (b) in the picture gallery where it has been displayed
until 2018.

This painting arrived at the Gallery in 1868, coming from the Cappuccini’s monastery in Borgo
Santa Chiara, Parma [27]. The director of the Gallery, Corrado Ricci, attributed this painting to an
anonymous painter belonging to the school of Cremona of the 15th century [28]. The painting underwent
important restoration interventions (insertion of wedges into the panel to level it—sverzatura—which
is the main cause of cracks on the pictorial layer, numerous re-paintings, etc.) carried out in 1896
by G. Frenguelli [28] and in 1951 by L. Arrigoni [29]. The present study was performed during a
restoration intervention of the painting performed in 2018 and 2019.

2.2. UV-Visible Absorption Spectroscopy

UV-Visible absorbance spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 40 spectrophotometer
equipped with a Peltier-Elmer PTP6 (Peltier temperature programmer) apparatus. The Ag colloids
samples were diluted 1:3 in water.
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2.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high resolution TEM (HRTEM) analysis were
performed using a JEOL 3010 high resolution electron microscope (0.17 nm point-to-point resolution at
Scherzer defocus), operating at 300 kV, equipped with a Gatan slow-scan CCD camera (model 794)
and an Oxford Instrument EDS microanalysis detector Model 6636. Drops of colloidal solutions were
deposited on holey-carbon copper grids and let dry at room temperature before analysis.

2.4. SEM-EDS

SEM and EDS analysis on selected spots of the cross sections were performed at the University Ca’
Foscari of Venice (Department of Molecular Sciences and Nanosystems), using a TM3000 Hitachi tabletop
scanning electron microscope coupled with a X-ray microanalysis system (SwiftED3000); conditions for
recording the EDS spectra were: acquisition time 30.0 s; process time 5 s; accelerating voltage 15 kV.

2.5. Micro-Raman Spectroscopy

The SERS measurements were performed at the University of Southampton, during a stage of
MSZ at the School of Chemistry. A Renishaw 2000 Raman spectrometer was employed to carry out
both Raman and SERS measurements. The excitation laser employed was a Renishaw 785 nm laser
and a CCD detector. The maximum power of the laser is 100 mW, but lower powers were used
during the data acquisition, typically 0.05% and 1% (0.05 and 1 mW) to avoid to damage the samples.
The collection time was 10 s for one accumulation. The spectrometer was equipped with a Leica
DMLM series microscope. In order to collect scattered light at the sample, a microscope objective with
a 50×magnification was employed with a short working distance (0.37 mm—numerical aperture 0.75).
Noise filters and background correction were used for clarity when necessary.

2.6. Preparation of the Cross-Sections

The samples for the cross sections were taken by the restorer, using a micro scalpel, cutting triangular
millimeter sized fragments containing all the layers composing the painting. Then, they were placed
into cells of a silicon rubber mold on an already hardened resin layer. At this point, the embedding
resin was prepared under the fume hood using some mL of unsaturated orthophtalic polyester resin
(purchased from G. Angeloni, Venice) and few drops of hardener (methyl-ethyl-ketone peroxide).
The components were stirred until the mixture was completely homogenous. Eventually, the resin
was poured into the cells and left to dry for two days. Once the resin cured, the polishing procedure
started. The cross sections were polished manually using silicon carbide paper with decreasing grain
sizes. Different grit size were used (P120-P500-P800-P4000-P6000-P8000-12000, of an average size from
130 to 4 µm) and progressively replaced into the lapping machine, equipped with a magnetic rotating
disk and water cooling system, from the coarsest to the finest one. The sections were pressed onto the
abrasive papers for some minutes and frequently observed at the stereomicroscope to check the level of
polishing. This procedure ended when the samples were reached from the long side of the resin blocks.

2.7. Ag Nanostars Colloid: Preparation and Application on the Cross Sections

AgNSs were synthesized using the method proposed by A. García-Leis et al. [14], using analytical
grade reagents and water purified with a Milli-Q system (Millipore). Four solutions were required:

• Sodium hydroxide solution: NaOH (0.02 g) dissolved in water (10 mL) to get a 0.05 M solution.
• Hydroxylamine solution: NH2OH (18 µL) at 50% w/v in water (5 mL).
• Silver nitrate solution: AgNO3 (0.0017 g) dissolved in water (10 mL) to obtain a 1·10−3 M solution.
• Trisodium citrate solution: of C6H5O7Na3.2H2O (0.114 g) dissolved in water (10 mL) to get a

0.045 M solution.
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Next, 500 µL of the NaOH and 500 µL of the hydroxylamine solutions were mixed in a flask and
stirred at 670 rpm with a magnetic stirrer for one minute. Then, 9 mL of the AgNO3 solution were
added and the mixture kept under stirring for 5 min. Afterwards, 100 µL of the citrate solution were
dropped in the flask, stirring for approximately 15 min, i.e., until it developed a dark green color.
The reduction of Ag+ ions was achieved by hydroxylamine, but this process, at room temperature, is
very slow. In order to make the long arms of these spiky nanoparticles grow faster, citrate was added.
The complete growth of the star-shaped NPs, starting from a spherical faceted morphology, takes more
or less 48 h. Therefore, the colloidal solution of AgNSs was concentrated by centrifuging three times at
8000 rpm in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf centrifuge tube from 500 µL of colloid. After each centrifugation step,
400 µL of supernatant were removed and replaced by the same quantity of colloid. Before centrifuging,
nanoparticles which got stuck at the bottom, were redispersed. After this procedure, 2 µL of the
concentrated AgNSs dispersion were deposited on the cross section by means of a micropipette.
Once completely dried, the sample was ready to be analyzed with the µ-Raman spectrometer.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of AgNSs

The macroscopic optical properties and TEM image of the AgNSs are shown in Figure 2,
while Figure S1 shows the extinction spectra of the colloidal suspension of AgNSs [16]. This colloid
presents a dark green color (Figure 2A) and, as shown by TEM analysis, is indeed composed by a
monodisperse suspension of AgNSs (Figure 2B). A typical AgNS presents a central core of around
50 nm diameter and a variable number of pods arranged in an octahedral structure reaching an
overall dimension of approximately 200 nm. The growth starts from spherical seeds of Ag reduced by
hydroxylamine, then, in the following 48 h, the pods start taking shape thanks to the citrate ions in the
presence of NaOH, which directs the growth of the branches [14,15].
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The UV-Vis-NIR extinction spectrum of the colloidal dispersion of AgNSs (see Figure S1)
presents features in agreement with the previous literature [15–17], namely an absorption peak
with maximum extinction at 370 nm, followed by a progressive increase in extinction in the NIR region,
starting approximately for λ > 550 nm. Further details on the general characterization of the AgNSs
synthesized here are described elsewhere [16].

3.2. Cross-Sections Analysis: Bluish Background (CS7), an Exemplificative Study

The preliminary analyses were fundamental to plan the sampling areas (see SM). Indeed,
mapping the more recently retouched areas of over painting was necessary to avoid them during the
sampling. Seven cross-sections were sampled from the painting and the predella, and six from the
frame. Each one was taken in order to answer specific questions about the materials employed in
every layer of the stratigraphy at those precise points (Figure 3). For the sake of brevity, only the most
important and relevant results are presented (see SM).
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Figure 3. Sampling map of the numbered cross sections (CS) in the (a) panel and (b) frame (CS5 is an
erratic sample).

The analysis of CS7, sampled in the bluish background behind the Virgin Mary and the clients,
is the most exemplificative in the context of the present study. Figure 4a shows the exact area where CS7
was sampled and, once embedded in a polyester resin block, it was analyzed using 50×magnification
(Figure 4b) and optical microscope in reflected light (Figure 4c). At high magnifications (50×), all the
layers composing the painting are visible. Starting from the bottom, we can find the ground layer,
made of gypsum, which is necessary to make the support even and homogeneous, in this case,
the wood panel. Then, it is possible to note the paint layer made up of a mixture of blue and white
grains. The peculiar feature is that this sequence is repeated: a new ground and paint layer were added
on the original ones in more recent times. Apparently, they may be composed of the same materials,
but this must be investigated by means of elemental and molecular analyses.

First of all, the cross section was examined by SEM. The analysis of data in Figure 5 confirms
the presence of four layers: the 1st ground (I) (around 150 µm), characterized by light elements
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(darker areas); the 1st paint layer (II) (≈70 µm) composed by grains of quite light elements in a heavier
matrix (brighter areas); the 2nd ground layer (III) (≈50 µm) and the 2nd paint layer (IV) (≈15 µm),
both containing mainly light elements with some brighter spots which indicate the presence of heavy
elements. EDS analysis provided important information on the elemental composition of the layers.
EDS spectra inserted in Figure 5 confirm the presence of Ca and S in the 1st ground layer, which agree
with the likely use of gypsum (CaSO4). The peak of Cu in the grains and the one of Pb in the matrix of
the 1st paint layer suggest the presence of a blue copper pigment such as azurite [Cu3(CO)2(OH)2]
mixed with a white lead pigment, probably lead white [(PbCO3)2·Pb(OH)2]. Ca and S are detected also
in the 2nd ground layer, indicating again the presence of gypsum. Finally, the 2nd paint layer is mainly
characterized by the presence of Ti, Si, Al, Na, S, Cu, and some Cr. The presence of Ti suggests the use
of titanium white, TiO2, a modern pigment introduced in 1920 [30].

Additional EDS spectra were recorded, focusing on the bluish grains present in the 2nd paint layer,
revealing the presence of S, Ba, Cr, and Co (see Figure 6). The detection of S and Ba can agree with
the presence of barite, BaSO4. This natural occurring mineral has been synthetically produced from
the beginning of the nineteen century to be extensively employed both as filler in the formulations of
colors [31] and used in the preparation of TiO2 [30]. Cr and Co could be attributed to the presence
of a bluish chromium-based pigment: cobalt chromite, CoCr2O4 (PB36, cobalt chromite blue-green
spinel) often substitutes the historically genuine cerulean blue (PB35, cobalt stannate), the latter being
introduced in 1860 as a pigment [32]. Unfortunately, no Raman or SERS spectral evidence allowed to
confirm this supposition.
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Figure 4. (a) The sampling area of CS7 is marked on the picture; (b) CS7 analyzed using the
stereomicroscope, a transversal sample (1–2 mm) embedded in a resin block showing all the layers the
painting is composed of; (c) magnification of the cross section (objective of the microscope 50×) showing
from the bottom to the top the original ground and paint layer and a more recent coat composed of a
new ground and paint layer.
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In order to obtain information at a molecular level, micro-Raman spectroscopy was applied.
Figure 7 shows the Raman spectra recorded analyzing defined points on the magnified cross section,
indicated in Figure 7a. The two ground layers were confirmed to contain gypsum, whose spectrum
presents the typical band at 1009 (strong) cm−1 (Figure 7b) [33]. Comparison with literature spectra [33]
proved that the 1st paint layer contains azurite, as indicated by the bands at 1578 (weak), 1423 (medium),
1096 (m), 832 (w), 770 (m), 401 (s), 247 and 83 (m) cm−1 (Figure 7c), and lead white, whose bands are
detected at 1055 (s) and 401 (m) cm−1 (Figure 7d).

The results of the Raman analyses performed on the 2nd paint layer are exposed below. The presence
of titanium white (PW6) in the form of anatase, was confirmed by the detection of its typical bands at
640 (m), 510 (m), 397 (m) and 143 (s) cm−1 (Figure 8) [32].

The Raman characterization of the bluish pigment, due to the scarcity of grains and the tiny
thickness of the layer, is particularly challenging. The Raman spectrum recorded on this layer allowed
us to identify ultramarine blue: sodium polysulphide-aluminosilicate (PB29, Na6-10Al6Si6O24S2-4,
which is responsible for the Raman band at 548 cm−1 (s) (the bands in gray belong to titanium white)
(Figure 9) [34]. This attribution is supported by the detection of Si, Na, Al, S in the EDS spectrum
reported in Figure 5IV. Natural ultramarine is a mineral called lazurite, a complex sulfur-containing
sodium aluminosilicate based on a body-centered cubic lattice. Synthetic ultramarine was synthesized
in 1828 by Jean Baptiste Guimet in Paris and then rapidly adopted by artists [35]. Note that natural
and synthetic ultramarine blue provide comparable spectral signatures and cannot be distinguished by
Raman analysis.
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Figure 8. (a) Optical micrograph (50×) and (b) Raman spectrum recorded at point 4 on the 2nd paint
layer of CS7, showing the spectral features of titanium dioxide.

During the analysis of the blue layer, we noticed that some spots gave strong fluorescence while
others did not. Indeed, the spectrum in Figure 9 refers to the non-fluorescent grains. Comparing the
results obtained with the composition of the most common contemporary color tubes, it was clear
that the presence of synthetic ultramarine alone was unlikely since this pigment is often mixed with
synthetic organic dyes [36]. Normal Raman spectroscopy did not provide spectra useful to solve
this diagnostic issue because of the fluorescence, typically generated by some organic dyes and
pigments (Figure 10a). For this reason, we opted to employ the SERS technique using AgNSs as signal
enhancers and fluorescence quenchers, in order to amplify the Raman spectrum of the fluorescent
grains. After addition of the Ag nanostars [14], the spectrum shown in Figure 10b was collected.
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The fluorescent background is now dramatically lowered and a defined spectrum emerges being
characterized by detectable bands at 1566 (m), 1514 (s), 1438 (w), 1400 (w), 1379 (m), 1349 (s), 1303 (m),
1142 (w), 1104 (s), 1002 (m), 720 (m), 679 (s), 649 (m), and 585 (w) cm−1. Comparison with literature
data indicate that these features corresponds to those of copper alpha-phthalocyanine (PB 15:2) [37–39],
a synthetic pigment. A detailed comparison of the experimental and the reference bands of PB 15:2 is
reported in Table S1 in Supplementary Materials. Interestingly, the presence of PB 15:2 agrees with the
presence of the Cu signals in the EDS spectrum in Figure 5II. Organic phthalocyanines and their metal
complexes were synthesized at the beginning of the twentieth century and are widely used as blue
and green pigments until the present time [40]. Note that the band at 211 cm−1 is produced by the
interaction of Ag with ions present in the colloidal solution of nanoparticles [41].
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Figure 10. (a) Raman spectrum of the blue organic dye in 2nd paint layer of CS7, which resulted completely
fluorescent; (b) SERS spectrum of the blue dye, recorded after AgNSs deposition, showing the spectral
features of copper phthalocyanine.

4. Conclusions

The overall results obtained with this investigation on the Madonna della Misericordia of the
Parma National Gallery are summarized in Table S1 in Supplementary Materials. In particular,
the careful analysis of the cross section CS7 from the Madonna della Misericordia, combined with
general visual and instrumental investigation on the painting, revealed at least two moments of
execution. In particular, referring to the blue area from which CS7 was sampled, a probably older paint
layer characterized by the presence of azurite and lead white was discerned. Over this, separated by a
gypsum ground overlayer, a second layer of paint was found which contains modern components
such as titanium white, copper phthalocyanine blue, and barite. These findings can indicate that the
painting was realized in the 19th century and heavily remodeled during the restoration works of
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the 20th century. This dating is in substantial opposition to the temporal collocation reported in the
inventory of the gallery which attributed the painting to the 15th century [28]. The extensive study of
this work of art led to particularly interesting results: the scientific together with the stylistic analyses
enabled to achieve a more accurate and precise dating, underlining the importance of adopting a
scientific approach in the field of cultural heritage.

From an analytical diagnostic viewpoint, this study demonstrates the real-world applicability and
practical usefulness of AgNSs as highly effective agents to achieve SERS detection of Raman signals for
identifying pigments such as copper phthalocyanine, whose fluorescence hampers their detection by
means of regular Raman spectroscopy. The one-pot, easy synthesis of AgNSs, together with their easy
applicability on cross-sections or other kinds of samples, make their use highly practicable as SERS
enhancers for real world cultural heritage diagnostics.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2571-9408/3/4/74/s1.
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